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Abstract
Topic models are useful tools for discovering
latent semantic structures in large textual cor-
pora. Topic modeling historically relied on
bag-of-words representations of language. This
approach makes models sensitive to the pres-
ence of stop words and noise, and does not
utilize potentially useful contextual informa-
tion. Recent efforts have been oriented at in-
corporating contextual neural representations
in topic modeling and have been shown to
outperform classical topic models. These ap-
proaches are, however, typically slow, volatile
and still require preprocessing for optimal re-
sults. We present Semantic Signal Separation
(S3), a theory-driven topic modeling approach
in neural embedding spaces. S3 conceptualizes
topics as independent axes of semantic space,
and uncovers these with blind-source separa-
tion. Our approach provides the most diverse,
highly coherent topics, requires no preprocess-
ing, and is demonstrated to be the fastest con-
textually sensitive topic model to date. We
offer an implementation of S3, among other ap-
proaches, in the Turftopic Python package.

1 Introduction

‘Topic models’ are an umbrella term for statistical
approaches that enable unsupervised topic discov-
ery in large text corpora (Blei, 2012). They are
commonly applied in exploratory data analysis of
textual data, because they allow practitioners to
unearth and condense information about the seman-
tic content of a corpus without the need for close
reading and manual labor. Traditionally, topics are
presented to the user as a set of important terms
(keywords) that provide insights into possible inter-
pretations of the topic.

Classical approaches to topic modeling, such
as Latent Semantic Indexing (Deerwester et al.,
1988, Dumais, 2004) and Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (Blei et al., 2003, Blei, 2012), have relied on
frequency-based bag-of-words (BoW) representa-
tions of documents. While these models have been

successfully utilized in decades of NLP research
(Jelodar et al., 2018), they all share several practi-
cal and theoretical limitations. For example, BoW
models are sensitive to words with atypical statis-
tical properties (such as function words), which
can contaminate keyword-based topic descriptions
unless heavy preprocessing pipelines are applied.
Such pipelines introduce many degrees of freedom
for the researcher. Furthermore, the sparsity and
high dimensionality of BoW representations typi-
cally result in lower computational efficiency and
poorer model fit.

With the advent of dense neural language
representations (Vaswani et al., 2017, Le and
Mikolov, 2014, Pennington et al., 2014, Mikolov
et al., 2013), new opportunities have opened for
topic modeling research. Sentence Embeddings
(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) hold great promise
for topic modeling, as 1 they provide contextual,
grammar-sensitive representations of language, 2
are more robust against spelling errors and out-of-
vocabulary terms, thereby eliminating the need for
heavy preprocessing, 3 produce dense representa-
tions in a continuous space, allowing for modeling
techniques that are not feasible with BoW represen-
tations (e.g. assumption of Gaussianity) and, 4
they allow for transfer learning (Ruder et al., 2019)
in topic modeling, utilizing information learnt in
larger external corpora on the specific task.

A number of approaches have thus been pro-
posed using dense neural representations for con-
textual topic modeling, and these have been shown
to outperform bag-of-words topic models (Bianchi,
Terragni, and Hovy, 2021, Bianchi, Terragni, Hovy,
et al., 2021, Grootendorst, 2022, Angelov, 2020).
These approaches, however, often still require pre-
processing for optimal performance.

1.1 Contributions
We present Semantic Signal Separation (S3), a
novel contextualized topic modeling technique
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which conceptualizes topic modeling as the dis-
covery of latent semantic axes in a corpus. The
proposed approach is conceptually simple, theory-
driven and brings a number of improvements over
the current state of the art:

S3 is 1 the first topic model that only conducts
inference on contextual representations, while be-
ing able to capture multiple topics in a document.
Our evaluations demonstrate that S3 is 2 consis-
tently better or on par with existing contextual topic
models in word embedding coherence and topic di-
versity, 3 consistently performs better without
preprocessing, and is 4 shown to be the most
computationally efficient contextual topic model.

Additionally, we provide a simple unified scikit-
learn based interface for both S3 and existing
contextualized topic modeling approaches in the
Turftopic Python package (https://github.com/
x-tabdeveloping/turftopic).

2 Related Work

Multiple approaches to topic modeling using neural
language representations have been proposed over
the past few years.

Contextualized Topic Models or CTMs
(Bianchi, Terragni, and Hovy, 2021) are concep-
tually similar to and inspired by LDA in that they
describe the stochastic process by which word con-
tent is generated from latent topic proportions (Blei
et al., 2003), but inference is achieved with amor-
tized variational methods (Srivastava and Sutton,
2017) instead of MCMC sampling. Here, a non-
linear function linking inputs and topic proportion
distributions’ parameters is learned by an artificial
neural network (encoder).

In CombinedTM (Bianchi, Terragni, and Hovy,
2021) inputs to the encoder network are BoW vec-
tors concatenated with contextual representations,
while ZeroShotTM (Bianchi, Terragni, Hovy, et al.,
2021) only utilizes contextual representations as
encoder inputs.

While improving SOTA for topic coherence over
BoW methods (Bianchi, Terragni, and Hovy, 2021),
CTMs are plagued by many of the issues of classi-
cal models. Since CTMs are in essence generative
models of BoW representations, they typically re-
quire heavy preprocessing, are sensitive to stop
words and noise, and the computational efficiency
and quality of model fit decreases drastically with
larger vocabularies (Bianchi et al., 2020). Addition-
ally, black box inference makes it hard to explain

precisely how topics are related to contextual rep-
resentations.

Top2Vec (Angelov, 2020) is a topic modeling ap-
proach that conceptualizes topic modeling as clus-
ter discovery in an embedding space. Topic discov-
ery is performed by first reducing the dimension-
ality of sentence embeddings of documents using
UMAP (McInnes and Healy, 2018), then clustering
the lower-dimensional document representations
using HDBSCAN (Campello et al., 2013). Term
importances for each topic are estimated post-hoc
by taking the cosine similarity of term encodings to
cluster centroids. This method relies on the assump-
tion that clusters are spherical and convex, which
might not hold in practice, and cluster centroids
might end up being representative of a different
topic or no topic at all.

BERTopic (Grootendorst, 2022) addresses this
issue by estimating term importances for clusters
using a class-based tf-idf weighting scheme. Both
BERTopic and Top2Vec come pre-packaged with a
topic reduction method to let users reduce the num-
ber of topics to a desired amount. This is necessary,
as HDBSCAN learns the number of clusters from
the data, and, especially with larger corpora, the
number of clusters can grow vast, which may prove
impractical.

While clustering approaches to topic modeling
mitigate some of the weaknesses of classical topic
models and CTMs, they introduce a set of new
caveats. Clustering models assume that documents
can only contain a single topic, which is often not
true for longer texts, their multi-layered pipeline
(dimensionality reduction, clustering, term impor-
tance estimation, topic reduction), results in a high
number of hyperparameters, with practitioners’
decisions becoming generally difficult to reason
about, and, due to their choice of clustering method
(HDBSCAN), both BERTopic and Top2Vec are
transductive, not inductive methods. Cluster labels
for novel documents cannot directly be inferred
with a fitted model, and one has to resort to approx-
imate methods.

3 Semantic Signal Separation

In this paper, we introduce Semantic Signal Sepa-
ration (or S3), a novel approach to topic modeling
in continuous embedding spaces which aims to
overcome these limitations.

Instead of interpreting topics as clusters or word
probabilities, we conceptualize topics as axes of

https://github.com/x-tabdeveloping/turftopic
https://github.com/x-tabdeveloping/turftopic


Figure 1: Schematic Overview of S3

semantics that explain variation in a specific corpus.
This is achieved by decomposing semantic repre-
sentations into latent components (A), which are
assumed to be the topics, and components strengths
in each document (S), which are document-topic
importances. In order for the topics to be conceptu-
ally distinct, we utilize Independent Component
Analysis (Jutten and Herault, 1991) to uncover
them. Term importances are estimated post-hoc
from the topic components’ strength in word en-
codings (V ).

We believe that, especially longer, documents
can contain multiple topics. Conceptualizing topics
as semantic axes allows us to accomplish this, simi-
lar to models inferring document-topic-proportions
but unlike clustering models. As such, S3 is the
first topic model that only conducts inference on
contextual representations and can capture multiple
topics in a single document.

Our approach is, in essence, similar to Latent
Semantic Analysis (Dumais, 2004, Deerwester et
al., 1988), but instead of using word frequencies,
S3 discovers axes in a continuous embedding space,
and instead of aiming for diagonal components, we
optimize for statistical independence.

3.1 Model

Document representations are obtained by encod-
ing documents using a sentence transformer model.

1. Let X be the matrix of the document encod-
ings.

Decomposition of document representations into
independent semantic axes is performed with Inde-
pendent Component Analysis (Jutten and Herault,
1991). In this study we used the FastICA (Hyväri-
nen and Oja, 2000) algorithm to identify latent

semantic components. Note that whitening (a stan-
dard preprocessing step for ICA) is applied to the
data before decomposition. We will omit whitening
from our descriptions for clarity.

2. Decompose X using FastICA: X = AS
where A is the mixing matrix, and S the
source matrix, containing document-topic-
importances.

Term importance estimation (needed to obtain
term-based topic descriptions) is conducted by en-
coding the vocabulary using the same sentence
transformer used to encode documents, and recov-
ering the strength of each latent component (i.e.,
topic) in the embeddings of each term. The strength
of a component for a given term determines the
word’s importance for that topic.

3. Encode the vocabulary of the corpus with the
same encoder model. Let the matrix of word
encodings be V

4. Let the unmixing matrix be the pseudo-inverse
of the mixing matrix: C = A+.

5. Estimate the strength of each component in
each word by multiplying word encodings
with the unmixing matrix: W = V CT .
W is then the term-topic matrix, where Wjt

corresponds to word j’s importance in topic t

Note that this formulation allows for terms with
negative importances for a given topic. While this
is technically also the case for LSA, prior topic
modeling literature does not explore this concept.
Model interpretation can be augmented with in-
specting terms that score lowest on a given topic,
thereby providing a "negative definition".

To ensure comparability with methods that do
not allow for negative definitions, our model com-
parisons ignore negative terms, but a demonstrative
example is presented in Section 6.2.

4 Experimental Setup

To compare S3’s performance to previous context-
sensitive topic modeling approaches, we bench-
mark it on a number of quantitative metrics
widely used in topic modeling literature. Our
experimental results can be reproduced with
the topic-benchmark Python package’s CLI1.
The repository also contains results and all topic

1https://github.com/x-tabdeveloping/topic-benchmark
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descriptions in the results/ directory. Detailed
instructions on how to reproduce results from this
paper are provided in the README of the package,
under the section ‘Reproducing Paper Results‘.

4.1 Datasets

Due to its relevance in topic modeling and NLP
research, we benchmark the model on the 20News-
groups dataset along with a BBC News dataset2,
and a set of 2048 randomly sampled Machine
Learning abstracts from ArXiv. Code is supplied
for fetching and subsampling the datasets in a re-
producible manner in the topic-benchmark
repository. Consult Table 1 for dataset and vo-
cabulary size. Topic model comparisons typically
use preprocessed datasets from the OCTIS Python
package (Terragni et al., 2021). To estimate the
effect of preprocessing on model performance, we
run model evaluations on the preprocessed version
of 20Newsgroups as well, and compare results with
the non-preprocessed dataset.

Dataset # Documents Vocabulary Size

20Newsgroups Raw 18846 21668
20Newsgroups Preprocessed 16309 1612
BBC News 1225 3851
ArXiv ML Papers 2048 2849

Table 1: Datasets Overview

4.2 Encoders

To evaluate the effect of embedding models on
performance, we run all analyses with an array
of embedding models of varying size and qual-
ity. We utilized two SBERT models (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019), a static GloVe model averaging
word vectors (Pennington et al., 2014), as well as
an E5 model (Wang et al., 2024) (see Table 2).

Model Name # Parameters Embedding Size

Averaged GloVe 120 M 300
all-MiniLM-L6-v2 22.7 M 384
all-mpnet-base-v2 109 M 768
E5-large-v2 335 M 1024

Table 2: Embedding Models Overview

4.3 Models

Topic models included in the experiment were
BERTopic, Top2Vec and two CTM-type models

2https://huggingface.co/datasets/SetFit/bbc-news

(ZeroShotTM and CombinedTM) along with two
classical models to provide a baseline (NMF and
LDA). For our evaluations, we utilized the imple-
mentations of contextual topic models from the
Turftopic Python package. We used NMF and LDA
implementations from the scikit-learn package.

Wherever possible, default parameters from re-
spective software packages or widely available re-
sources were used. Hyperparameter optimization
was not conducted to avoid optimizing hyperpa-
rameters on the same metrics, which are used for
model comparison (for a further discussion of hy-
perparameters, consult see A).

Similar to Grootendorst (2022), the number of
topics was reduced to the desired amount post-hoc
in Top2Vec and BERTopic. If the number of clus-
ters discovered by HDBSCAN was under the de-
sired amount, the original clusters were used for
evaluation. Top2Vec and BERTopic used the same
HDBSCAN and UMAP hyperparameters for fair-
ness’s sake.

All models were run using 10, 20, 30, 40, and
50 topics, and the topic descriptions from each
model (top 10 terms in each topic) were extracted
for quantitative and qualitative evaluation.

Inference was conducted on a cloud computing
instance with 384GB of memory and a 64 Intel
Xeon Gold 6130 processor cores. Runtimes were
recorded for each run of each model.

4.4 Metrics of Topic Quality

We evaluate the quality of 10-word topic descrip-
tions using three canonically utilized metrics, simi-
lar to Bianchi, Terragni, and Hovy (2021).

Topic diversity (Dieng et al., 2020) measures
how different topics are from each other based on
the number of words they share. Topic diversity
is essential for interpretability: when many topics
have the same descriptive terms it becomes hard to
delineate their meaning.

Word embedding coherence or WEC (Bianchi,
Terragni, and Hovy, 2021) measures the average
pairwise similarity of all words in a topic descrip-
tion, based on a Word2Vec model. Prior literature
primarily uses Word2Vec models which have been
pretrained on large corpora of text, and are there-
fore assumed to capture words’ semantic similarity
in general. This, in essence, measures the external
coherence of topics, since it evaluates topics based
on information from outside sources, not the corpus
at hand. We used the word2vec-google-news-300

https://huggingface.co/datasets/SetFit/bbc-news


word embedding model (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010).
We will refer to this metric as WECex.

It is, however also beneficial to gain information
about internal coherence, that is, how well a topic
model captures semantic relations between words
in a way that is specific to the target corpus. As
such, we also computed word-embedding-based
coherence using Word2Vec models trained on the
corpus from which the topics were extracted. We
termed this approach WECin.

We also computed NPMI coherence or CNPMI
(Lau et al., 2014), using the Gensim Python pack-
age (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010). This metric mea-
sures how likely descriptive terms are to co-occur
in each other’s context in the corpus. CNPMI can
be seen as a metric of internal coherence, similar
to WECin. Note that co-occurrence might not be
a good indicator of words being topically related.
For example, words "cat" and "dog", which are top-
ically related, might not co-occur with each other
very often. We therefore prioritize WECin, and
report CNPMI scores in the appendix (see Table 6).

4.5 Metrics of Robustness

With classical topic models, it is fairly common that
semantically irrelevant “junk-terms”, contaminate
topic descriptions. Ideally, a topic model should
yield topic descriptions where only terms aiding
the interpretation of a given topic are present. This
core property of topic models is not captured by
standard evaluation metrics.

For each topic model fitted on the raw corpus,
we computed the relative frequency of stop words
in topic descriptions. As a proxy for the prevalence
of “junk terms”, we also computed how frequently
nonalphabetic characters are part of terms in-
cluded in topic descriptions. Note that this is not a
perfect proxy for the meaningfulness of terms: non-
alphabetical terms might enhance topic descrip-
tions under certain circumstances (e.g., "1917" is
a meaningful term in a topic about the October
Revolution).

5 Results

5.1 Topic Quality

Table 3 provides an overview of the results for all
evaluation metrics, datasets and encoders. Metrics
are averaged across a number of topics for con-
ciseness, but results are displayed in full in the
Appendix (see Figures 5, 6, 7).

S3 outperformed all other models on topic di-
versity, occasionally performing second best after
Top2Vec (see Table 3). On BBC News and ArXiv
ML Papers, S3 was also consistently the highest or
second-highest ranking model on internal word em-
bedding coherence, while it lagged behind Top2Vec
and NMF on 20 Newsgroups. WECex scores were
also generally among the highest, rivalled mostly
by Top2Vec. Note that high scores on word embed-
ding coherence are somewhat trivial for Top2Vec,
as it selects descriptive terms based on semantic
similarity to a single centroid vector.

Overall, these results show that S3 yields by far
the best combination of coherence and diversity.
This is crucial as models that display high coher-
ence, but little diversity, typically converge on top-
ics that are hard to interpret as many descriptive
terms are shared.

On NPMI Coherence, NMF typically scored
highest, occasionally rivaled by BERTopic or Ze-
roShotTM while most contextual models obtained
negative values (see Table 6 in the Appendix). This
is likely due to the fact that classical models (NMF
and LDA) consistently included a high proportion
of stop words in their topic descriptions, which of-
ten occur in each other’s proximity. Surprisingly,
the same was observed for BERTopic, with as high
as 100% of all descriptive terms being stop words.
CTMs performed significantly better than classical
models, but still around 1 in 5 terms included in
topic descriptions were stop words. In stark con-
trast, this metric hovered around zero for Top2Vec
and S3 (see Figure 3). No clear differences emerged
when investigating terms containing non-alphabetic
characters (see Appendix for more detail).

5.2 Inference Speed

One potential concern with topic models is com-
putational efficiency and scalability. Faster models
allow for more experimentation, and they do not
require elaborate engineering and infrastructure.

We calculated the runtime difference between
models for paired runs. All other models were, on
average, slower than S3, though NMF was a close
second with only a 3% mean increase in runtime.
BERTopic and Top2Vec were consistently slower
and took approximately 12x longer to run on aver-
age. While, CombinedTM and ZeroShotTM occa-
sionally were 20-40% faster than S3, they were, on
average, about 130x slower, being the least efficient
out of all models. For absolute runtimes on all runs,



20 Newsgroups BBC News ArXiv ML Papers

Diversity WECin WECex Diversity WECin WECex Diversity WECin WECex

average_word_embeddings_glove.6B.300d

S³ 0.98 ± .03 0.46 ± .09 0.29 ± .01 0.94 ± .06 0.93 ± .01 0.25 ± .03 0.93 ± .07 0.89 ± .01 0.23 ± .06

Top2Vec 0.30 ± .52 0.41 ± .13 0.26 ± .03 0.63 ± .00 0.78 ± .01 0.25 ± .00 0.20 ± .05 0.78 ± .01 0.25 ± .00

BERTopic 0.63 ± .07 0.42 ± .04 0.21 ± .04 0.40 ± .00 0.57 ± .01 0.29 ± .00 0.37 ± .01 0.56 ± .01 0.20 ± .02

CombinedTM 0.88 ± .02 0.42 ± .03 0.19 ± .03 0.89 ± .04 0.85 ± .03 0.16 ± .01 0.80 ± .04 0.74 ± .06 0.13 ± .01

ZeroShotTM 0.91 ± .06 0.44 ± .04 0.19 ± .03 0.84 ± .15 0.83 ± .05 0.18 ± .01 0.74 ± .20 0.74 ± .01 0.15 ± .02

NMF 0.54 ± .06 0.48 ± .05 0.24 ± .04 0.47 ± .03 0.62 ± .08 0.24 ± .04 0.55 ± .06 0.60 ± .15 0.17 ± .03

LDA 0.40 ± .07 0.40 ± .05 0.23 ± .04 0.37 ± .10 0.64 ± .08 0.23 ± .07 0.40 ± .04 0.62 ± .07 0.20 ± .04

all-MiniLM-L6-v2

S³ 0.99 ± .01 0.45 ± .02 0.28 ± .05 0.92 ± .07 0.92 ± .01 0.24 ± .09 0.94 ± .06 0.91 ± .02 0.20 ± .01

Top2Vec 0.95 ± .09 0.49 ± .02 0.37 ± .02 0.78 ± .00 0.93 ± .00 0.26 ± .00 0.47 ± .04 0.84 ± .01 0.17 ± .02

BERTopic 0.53 ± .21 0.42 ± .08 0.20 ± .06 0.50 ± .00 0.61 ± .00 0.26 ± .00 0.35 ± .02 0.57 ± .02 0.19 ± .04

CombinedTM 0.88 ± .04 0.40 ± .04 0.18 ± .03 0.91 ± .08 0.86 ± .02 0.16 ± .02 0.81 ± .07 0.74 ± .08 0.13 ± .03

ZeroShotTM 0.89 ± .07 0.45 ± .03 0.18 ± .02 0.82 ± .08 0.83 ± .03 0.17 ± .02 0.77 ± .10 0.75 ± .04 0.13 ± .01

NMF 0.54 ± .06 0.48 ± .05 0.24 ± .04 0.47 ± .03 0.62 ± .09 0.24 ± .04 0.55 ± .06 0.60 ± .15 0.17 ± .03

LDA 0.40 ± .07 0.40 ± .05 0.23 ± .04 0.37 ± .10 0.64 ± .09 0.23 ± .07 0.40 ± .04 0.62 ± .06 0.20 ± .04

all-mpnet-base-v2

S³ 0.99 ± .01 0.42 ± .04 0.26 ± .02 0.93 ± .04 0.92 ± .02 0.24 ± .05 0.90 ± .05 0.90 ± .01 0.22 ± .02

Top2Vec 0.93 ± .10 0.49 ± .02 0.38 ± .03 0.90 ± .06 0.93 ± .01 0.33 ± .02 0.90 ± .00 0.84 ± .01 0.17 ± .00

BERTopic 0.50 ± .23 0.38 ± .02 0.19 ± .05 0.39 ± .00 0.59 ± .02 0.24 ± .01 1 ± 0* 0.51 ± .01* 0.32 ± .00*
CombinedTM 0.88 ± .03 0.40 ± .06 0.18 ± .02 0.89 ± .05 0.84 ± .06 0.16 ± .02 0.80 ± .06 0.73 ± .08 0.13 ± .02

ZeroShotTM 0.91 ± .05 0.44 ± .05 0.19 ± .03 0.85 ± .07 0.83 ± .05 0.18 ± .04 0.77 ± .14 0.74 ± .03 0.13 ± .00

NMF 0.54 ± .06 0.48 ± .05 0.24 ± .04 0.47 ± .03 0.62 ± .08 0.24 ± .04 0.55 ± .06 0.60 ± .15 0.17 ± .03

LDA 0.36 ± .05 0.40 ± .10 0.23 ± .05 0.37 ± .10 0.64 ± .09 0.23 ± .07 0.40 ± .04 0.62 ± .06 0.20 ± .04

intfloat/e5-large-v2

S³ 0.97 ± .03 0.41 ± .05 0.28 ± .05 0.93 ± .06 0.92 ± .01 0.23 ± .06 0.91 ± .03 0.90 ± .02 0.22 ± .06

Top2Vec 0.43 ± .08 0.25 ± .04 0.21 ± .01 0.89 ± .00 0.91 ± .01 0.22 ± .00 0.28 ± .04 0.78 ± .01 0.31 ± .00

BERTopic 0.71 ± .12 0.37 ± .04 0.18 ± .02 0.40 ± .00 0.56 ± .01 0.28 ± .00 0.41 ± .05 0.60 ± .04 0.19 ± .04

CombinedTM 0.91 ± .06 0.42 ± .03 0.18 ± .02 0.90 ± .07 0.84 ± .04 0.16 ± .02 0.80 ± .05 0.75 ± .06 0.13 ± .03

ZeroShotTM 0.90 ± .06 0.42 ± .03 0.18 ± .02 0.80 ± .09 0.82 ± .05 0.17 ± .02 0.68 ± .22 0.72 ± .02 0.14 ± .01

NMF 0.54 ± .06 0.48 ± .05 0.24 ± .05 0.47 ± .03 0.62 ± .08 0.24 ± .04 0.55 ± .06 0.60 ± .15 0.17 ± .03

LDA 0.39 ± .08 0.42 ± .10 0.25 ± .05 0.37 ± .10 0.64 ± .09 0.23 ± .07 0.40 ± .04 0.62 ± .06 0.20 ± .04

Table 3: Word Embedding Coherence and Diversity of Topics over Multiple Datasets.
Best in bold, second best underlined, uncertainty represents 2 · SD
* - BERTopic achieves 1.0 diversity, as it discovers a single topic, consisting of stop words - (we, to, the, and, in, of, for, is, on,
that).

Figure 2: Performance Difference between Topic Models on Natural Text and Preprocessed Data (20 Newsgroups)
S3 is the only model that consistently performs better on natural text.
Error bars represent 95% highest density interval.



Figure 3: Relative Frequency of Stop Words in Topic
Descriptions

consult Figure 9 in the Appendix.

Model Runtime Difference from S3

NMF 2.94% [-99.6, 422]
LDA 903% [-97.5, 8140]
BERTopic 1100% [79.7, 9170]
Top2Vec 1130% [87.4, 9090]
ZeroShotTM 11600% [-42.0, 66600]
CombinedTM 12700% [-24.4, 73500]

Table 4: Average Runtime Difference from S3.
Uncertainty represents 95% Highest Density Interval;
Three most significant digits reported.

6 Qualitative Evaluation

6.1 Model Comparison

We inspect topics qualitatively to identify whether
patterns observed in quantitative metrics reflect
intuitive characteristics of model output. For feasi-
bility, we will focus on the models (among those
evaluated above) which extract 20 topics from the
20 Newsgroups dataset. To see all topic descrip-
tions, consult Appendix C.

In line with previous analyses, LDA, NMF and
BERTopic resulted in the least interpretable top-
ics. Topic descriptions often consisted of function
words and acronyms. Even topics which contained
information-bearing words were in most cases hard
to interpret:

• in, of, the, is, and, to, that, it, you, not (LDA)

• for, and, to, the, edu, from, of, it, is, in
(BERTopic/e5-large-v2)

• is, dos, and, window, the, to, mouse, for, in, of
(BERTopic/all-mpnet-base-v2)

• for, edu, com, from, subject, lines, in, organi-
zation, article, writes (NMF)

CTMs performed notably better, with a lot of
topics being readily interpretable. Yet, many of the
topics in these models were still dominated by stop
words or junk terms:

• cx, rh, h7, mo, _o, mv, mu, mk, mt, w7
(CombinedTM/all-MiniLM-L6-v2)

• mo, max, mp, mq, mf, ax, mn, mw, mg, mj
(ZeroShotTM/all-MiniLM-L6-v2)

The most specific, most informative and cleanest
topics were produced by Top2Vec and S3, with
most of the descriptive words being informative
and intuitively understandable, as showcased by
these examples:

• automobile, automobiles, honda, mustang, en-
gine, vehicles, vehicle, automotive, v8, chassis
(Top2Vec/all-mpnet-base-v2)

• sedans, chevrolet, subaru, sedan, vw, car,
acura, automobiles, porsche, toyota (S3/all-
mpnet-base-v2)

• hdd, disk, disks, os, workstation, hard-
drive, netware, msus, microsoft, symantec
(Top2Vec/all-MiniLM-L6-v2)

• disk, harddisk, harddrive, disks, seagate, hdd,
prodrive, ssd, symantec, disc (S3/all-MiniLM-
L6-v2)

This goes to highlight CNPMI’s weakness as a
metric for evaluating topic coherence. As previ-
ously noted, the two models that qualitatively de-
scribed topics the most clearly were the ones least
favoured by CNPMI scores.

Interestingly, while Top2Vec was negatively im-
pacted by using averaged GloVe embeddings, S3

was still able to recover highly coherent topics (see
Appendix C). It is also worth noting that, while S3’s
performance stays satisfactory across the board, it
is more sensitive to the choice of embedding model
than Top2Vec. As S³ relies more on the given em-
bedding model’s “theory of semantics”, it discovers
different “types” of topics with different embed-
dings.



6.2 Demonstration: Semantic Axes in ArXiv
ML Papers

As previously mentioned, S3 is capable of provid-
ing negative descriptions of topics, by extracting
the lowest scoring terms on the given topic. To
demonstrate S3’s unique capabilities to describe
semantic variation in a corpus, we extracted five
topics from the same subset of ArXiv ML Papers as
were used for quantitative evaluations. See Table 5
for top 5 positive and negative terms in each topic.

Positive Negative

0 clustering, histograms,
clusterings, histogram,
classifying

reinforcement, explo-
ration, planning, tactics,
reinforce

1 textual, pagerank, lit-
igants, marginalizing,
entailment

matlab, waveforms, mi-
crocontroller, accelerom-
eters, microcontrollers

2 sparsestmax, denoiseing,
denoising, minimizers,
minimizes

automation, affective,
chatbots, questionnaire,
attitudes

3 rebmigraph, subgraph,
subgraphs, graphsage,
graph

adversarial, adversarially,
adversarialization, adver-
sary, security

4 clustering, estimations,
algorithm, dbscan, esti-
mation

cnn, deepmind,
deeplabv3, convnet,
deepseenet

Table 5: Topics in ArXiv ML Papers Extracted by S3

Note that in this case, we gain notably more
information about a topic by inspecting negative
terms as well. Topic 0 and 4 resemble each other
quite a bit in positive descriptive terms, and it is
only a glance at the negative terms that clarifies
where the difference lies between them.

S3 can also be used to create a compass of terms
along two chosen axes. This allows us to study
concepts in a corpus along the axes extracted by the
model, thereby gaining information about the axes’
interactions. We chose Topic 1, which seems to
be about Linguistic vs. Physical/Biological/Vision
problems, and Topic 4, which seems to be about
Algorithmic vs. Deep Learning solutions. (See
Figure 4)

We can see that the intersection of high-level
problems and classical ML is largely dominated by
probability theory, and the term that is quite high
on both axes, is pagerank, which is an algorith-
mic method for calculating page importance, while
deep-learning in linguistic problems is focused on
embeddings and attention. For low-level problems
on the algorithmic side of the spectrum are numeri-
cal methods, matlab and sensors, while on the deep
learning side, are terms related to computer vision

Figure 4: Concepts along Semantic Axes Extracted by
S3 in ArXiv ML Papers

and tensorflow.

7 Conclusion

We propose Semantic Signal Separation (S3), a
novel approach to topic modeling in continuous se-
mantic spaces. Inspired by classical matrix decom-
position methods, such as Latent Semantic Analy-
sis, S3 conceptualizes topics as axes of semantics.
Through experimental quantitative and qualitative
evaluation, we demonstrate that the model sets a
new state of the art in topic diversity, performs
competitively on topic coherence, and provides
high-quality topic descriptions. Our analyses also
show that S3 performs best when no preprocess-
ing is applied to corpora, and has more stable per-
formance across embedding models than previous
approaches while managing to be the most compu-
tationally efficient of contextually sensitive topic
models to date.

8 Limitations

8.1 Quantitative Metrics

While adopted by the majority of topic modeling lit-
erature (Bianchi, Terragni, and Hovy, 2021, Groo-
tendorst, 2022), metrics commonly used to measure
topic quality rely on strong assumptions and they
are affected by a number of limitations (Rahimi
et al., 2024). Additional analyses and considera-
tions presented in this work are meant to partly
compensate for this limitation.



8.2 Term Importances
In measuring term importance as the strength of a
given component in the embedding of a word, S3

implicitly assumes that the importance of a com-
ponent for a term is the same as the importance of
the term for the component. This might in theory
result in the same terms being present in several
topic descriptions, challenging interpretation, and
alternative approaches could be explored in the fu-
ture. Yet, the high diversity scores achieved by S3

suggest that this might not be a major concern.

8.3 Model Implementations
As alluded to, all contextual models we used in
the experiment were reimplemented as part of the
Turftopic package. Our implementations of
BERTopic and Top2Vec should behave identically
to the original, as they rely on the exact same algo-
rithm. Minor deviances in inference speed (in ei-
ther direction) are, however, possible. On the other
hand, CTM models posit minor architectural differ-
ences to the original implementation, and as such,
runtimes and topic descriptions may be slightly
different to what we could have obtained with the
original implementation.
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A Hyperparameters

With all topic models we chose hyperparameters
which were either defaults in their respective soft-
ware packages or used in widely available online
resources. This was motivated by a number of
considerations:

1. Users are unlikely to change hyperparameters
unless they have a clear intuition for how this
will affect their results.

2. Ideally, practitioners should have minimal re-
searcher degrees of freedom.

3. Hyperparameter optimization is computation-
ally expensive and requires an informed
choice about metrics to optimize for. We be-
lieve that no single metric is sufficient for de-
scribing topic quality. We would also like
to avoid explicitly optimizing models for met-
rics we are evaluating on, as the metrics would
seize to measure external validity (which is
often a concern with e.g. perplexity as a mea-
sure of model fit).

A.1 S3

For S3, we used default scikit-learn parameters for
FastICA: https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/
generated/sklearn.decomposition.FastICA.html.
The algorithm uses parallel estimation, an SVD
solver is used for whitening, and the whitening
matrix is rescaled to ensure unit variance.

A.2 Top2Vec and BERTopic

For Top2Vec and BERTopic models, all UMAP
and HDBSCAN hyperparameters were identi-
cal to the defaults of the BERTopic package
(https://github.com/MaartenGr/BERTopic). Specif-
ically, dimensionality reduction is performed
using UMAP (https://umap-learn.readthedocs.
io/en/latest/), with the following parameters:
n_neighbors=15; n_components=5; min_dist=0.1;
metric="cosine". Clustering is performed
with HDBSCAN (https://hdbscan.readthedocs.io/
en/latest/index.html), with the following param-
eters: min_cluster_size=15, metric="euclidean",
and cluster_selection_method="eom".

A.3 ZeroShotTM and ContextualizedTM

For ZeroShotTM and ContextualizedTM models,
the structure of the variational autoencoder was
the following. The encoder network consists of

two fully connected layers with 100 nodes each
and softplus activation followed by dropout. The
outputs of this are passed to mean and variance
layers (fully connected) of size equal to the number
of topics. Batch normalization is applied to their
outputs, and variance vectors are exponentiated to
enforce positivity. The decoder network includes a
fully connected layer (preceded by dropout) with
size equal to the size of the vocabulary and no bias
parameter, followed by batch normalization and
softmax activation.

The network was identical for ZeroShotTM and
ContextualizedTM, the only difference being the
input layer. Inputs to the encoder only include sen-
tence embeddings for ZeroShotTM, while these are
concatenated with BoW representations for Com-
binedTM. The following parameters were used
for training: batch_size=42; lr=1e-2; betas=(0.9,
0.999); eps=1e-08, weight_decay=0; dropout=0.1;
nr_epochs=50.

Much of the implementation, along with the de-
fault parameters were taken from the Pyro pack-
age’s ProdLDA tutorial: https://pyro.ai/examples/
prodlda.html

A.4 LDA and NMF

For both LDA and NMF we used default parame-
ters from the scikit-learn implementation: https://
scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.
decomposition.LatentDirichletAllocation.html and
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/
sklearn.decomposition.NMF.html respectively.

B Disaggregated results

See Figure 5, 6, 7 for a full overview of diversity,
WECex, and WECin scores for all models, datasets,
encoders, and numbers of topics.

Note that, on the ArXiv ML Papers dataset and
with all-mpnet-base-v2 as en encoder, BERTopic
consistently displays a diversity score of 1.0 across
all numbers of topics. This is due to BERTopic
only estimating a single topic which only contains
stop-words. Not only is diversity across topics
not a meaningful metric here. A model that only
estimates a single topic is simply not usable.

We observe a similar scenario for Top2Vec,
which only estimates two topics over the entire
ArXiv ML corpus.
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Figure 5: Diversity scores across all models, datasets, encoders, and numbers of topics

Figure 6: WECex scores across all models, encoders, datasets, and numbers of topics



Figure 7: WECin scores across all models, encoders, datasets, and numbers of topics

C Topic Descriptions from Qualitative
Analyses on 20Newsgroups

C.1 all-MiniLM-L6-v2

BERTopic

Topic 0 - car, to, the, and, in, it, of, you, for, is
Topic 1 - it, of, is, and, the, for, edu, from, to, with
Topic 2 - and, in, the, to, that, of, they, it, is, you
Topic 3 - of, the, that, is, not, in, to, and, you, it
Topic 4 - max, g9v, b8f, ax, a86, 1d9, pl, 145, 34u,
1t
Topic 5 - to, in, the, and, he, of, game, edu, that,
team
Topic 6 - of, is, science, the, that, in, to, and, it, not
Topic 7 - in, you, my, and, the, edu, it, wax, oil, to
Topic 8 - kirlian, krillean, photography, the, edu,
scope, lens, pictures, camera, for
Topic 9 - the, of, is, radar, to, it, and, monitor, on,
from
Topic 10 - of, the, to, space, is, that, it, in, and, for
Topic 11 - the, towers, water, cpu, fan, cooling,
nuclear, plants, heat, is
Topic 12 - battery, concrete, batteries, lead, the,
acid, discharge, and, temperature, is
Topic 13 - wire, wiring, neutral, ground, the,
outlets, outlet, grounding, is, to
Topic 14 - and, key, to, the, of, encryption, is,
clipper, be, that

Topic 15 - the, mouse, dos, and, windows, window,
is, for, to, in
Topic 16 - for, sale, 50, 00, 1st, 10, wolverine,
comics, edu, 20
Topic 17 - insurance, xv, geico, to, it, the, you, car,
for, in
Topic 18 - is, it, the, of, for, that, in, to, and, this
Topic 19 - to, is, in, food, msg, of, the, it, that, and

CombinedTM

Topic 0 - helped, detail, fee, repeated, removed,
deep, learning, educational, guarantee, primarily
Topic 1 - he, they, was, my, it, we, but, out, you,
have
Topic 2 - cx, rh, h7, mo, _o, mv, mu, mk, mt, w7
Topic 3 - is, be, you, to, not, this, are, it, that, or
Topic 4 - si, db, cs, for, edu, ax, bh, dos, 145, com
Topic 5 - jpl, gov, __, nasa, uk, co, shuttle, ___, jet,
laboratory
Topic 6 - of, and, the, to, in, by, on, for, as, with
Topic 7 - dod, stratus, fbi, fire, atf, bike, ohio, acs,
com, koresh
Topic 8 - possibility, latter, describe, filled,
detail, originally, removed, primarily, becoming,
exception
Topic 9 - jesus, ax, not, god, sin, scripture,
christianity, christians, christ, bible
Topic 10 - georgia, henry, gordon, banks, zoo, geb,



spencer, pitt, michael, univ
Topic 11 - originally, sit, primarily, direction,
produced, furthermore, thank, greatly, responses,
recommend
Topic 12 - game, team, players, year, ca, season,
hockey, nhl, teams, cup
Topic 13 - scsi, drive, ide, controller, bus, ram,
drives, card, board, video
Topic 14 - 12, sale, 20, 15, 75, 00, 10, 25, 11, 30
Topic 15 - encryption, clipper, key, des, chip, keys,
escrow, netcom, government, secure
Topic 16 - deep, negative, furthermore, describing,
detail, reduced, repeated, highly, reach, contributed
Topic 17 - windows, window, motif, font, x11r5,
application, fonts, running, manager, create
Topic 18 - ysu, ico, dod, vice, tektronix, tek, dan,
yfn, accuracy, bob
Topic 19 - israel, cramer, israeli, sgi, arab, peace,
uci, arabs, jewish, optilink

LDA

Topic 0 - it, of, and, to, in, he, the, was, that, they
Topic 1 - a86, 145, b8f, max, 34u, 1d9, pl, 0t, g9v,
ax
Topic 2 - the, in, and, is, he, that, to, of, for, edu
Topic 3 - to, the, it, on, is, and, of, with, that, in
Topic 4 - of, the, from, in, organization, subject,
edu, lines, to, university
Topic 5 - to, the, you, it, are, is, and, of, in, that
Topic 6 - __, cmu, de, ___, ai, tu, andrew, 0d,
_____, gm
Topic 7 - windows, com, dos, to, the, it, is, lines,
from, and
Topic 8 - of, is, to, in, it, that, the, and, you, for
Topic 9 - the, and, in, for, of, to, is, from, on, edu
Topic 10 - edu, 00, sale, for, berkeley, 10, of, ca,
50, new
Topic 11 - com, it, that, and, to, in, the, is, of, for
Topic 12 - 10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 12, 15, 20, 25, 13
Topic 13 - of, edu, with, and, to, from, the, lines,
for, in
Topic 14 - and, that, is, it, to, you, in, the, of, com
Topic 15 - is, and, in, that, the, of, to, it, not, you
Topic 16 - and, to, is, of, the, in, be, this, that, for
Topic 17 - access, subject, 25, lines, organization,
edu, digex, from, gatech, nntp
Topic 18 - god, and, pitt, the, of, lord, christ, jesus,
is, in
Topic 19 - on, for, the, and, of, that, in, to, by, is

NMF

Topic 0 - giz, bhj, pl, 75u, 1t, 3t, max, ax, as, 7ey
Topic 1 - was, this, in, the, on, at, with, to, as, from
Topic 2 - be, have, the, to, this, will, we, and, for,
that
Topic 3 - that, the, was, and, they, to, in, it, were,
he
Topic 4 - for, and, is, of, to, on, in, the, or, with
Topic 5 - 0t, pl, a86, 34u, 145, b8f, 1d9, wm, bxn,
2tm
Topic 6 - for, in, and, by, of, as, from, are, that,
were
Topic 7 - dos, windows, ms, microsoft, or, and, tcp,
for, 00, pc
Topic 8 - that, not, the, it, are, of, is, in, this, as
Topic 9 - of, to, you, is, jpeg, and, image, for, it, gif
Topic 10 - 0d, _o, a86, 75u, 6ei, 145, 6um, 34u, 3t,
0t
Topic 11 - byte, cs, or, bh, db, si, and, al, the, is
Topic 12 - com, edu, subject, from, in, lines, for,
organization, writes, article
Topic 13 - 00, 12, 14, 16, 10, 25, 20, 11, 15, 13
Topic 14 - that, it, and, he, we, of, mr, is, president,
you
Topic 15 - cx, w7, c_, t7, uw, ck, lk, hz, w1, mv
Topic 16 - output, file, the, of, to, by, entry, if, for,
program
Topic 17 - you, are, it, have, that, and, do, your,
can, if
Topic 18 - that, he, jehovah, lord, the, god, is, and,
of, his
Topic 19 - g9v, a86, 0d, 75u, 145, b8e, b8f, ax,
1d9, lg

S3

Topic 0 - hitters, shortstop, shortstops, inning,
fielder, pitches, outfielder, hitter, batting, baseball
Topic 1 - explosion, explosions, blasting, exploded,
blasts, shockwave, transient, explodes, erupting,
explosives
Topic 2 - transcript, serial, lp, roland, printed,
transcribed, lloyd, print, hiv, len
Topic 3 - outlaws, captured, launches, mach1,
compiled, steal, build, fleet, frames, frame
Topic 4 - 1993apr25, 1993apr22, 1993apr17,
1993apr18, 1993apr21, 1993apr24, 1993apr23,
1993apr30, 1993apr27, 1993apr06
Topic 5 - disk, harddisk, harddrive, disks, seagate,
hdd, prodrive, ssd, symantec, disc
Topic 6 - soviets, ub, cia, foreign, international,
soviet, facilities, internationally, uab, ussr
Topic 7 - gnu, txt, houghton, documentation, idf,



unix, commands, script, enterpoop, shell
Topic 8 - uc, coliseum, aft, bore, campus, osu,
ohsu, attending, ucsu, amherst
Topic 9 - macadam, macworld, maccs, macintosh,
logitech, macs, macuser, mac, macx, macalester
Topic 10 - conferencing, remotely, volunteer,
attend, temporarily, communicating, intervene,
occupy, networking, interfering
Topic 11 - xcreatewindow, xterminal, xtappad-
dtimeout, xtrealizewidget, xtwindow, xwindows,
windowing, window, xmodmap, xterm
Topic 12 - armenia, armenian, balkans, turkish,
bosnia, turks, bosnians, armenians, bosnian,
azerbaijani
Topic 13 - gaza, palestinian, aviv, israelites,
israelis, israeli, palestinians, knesset, palestineans,
palestine
Topic 14 - protocols, implementations, ranges,
configuring, angular, configurations, configuration,
guides, requirements, fortran
Topic 15 - tcp, geophysics, protocols, sciences,
protocol, physiology, physicists, degrees, subjects,
geology
Topic 16 - npr, umbc, gaines, doctrines, pub-
lishes, gfk39017, baylor, revelations, editions,
manuscripts
Topic 17 - mosque, mo, missouri, aj, jehovah,
dodge, malaysia, khz, shellgate, albuquerque
Topic 18 - colormap, canvas, colormaps, im-
agemagick, imagewriter, bitmap, xputimage,
autocad, animation, bitmaps
Topic 19 - laszlo, cryptology, equatorial, zijden-
bos, hermes, europa, rainer, celestial, davidian,
astronomer

Top2Vec

Topic 0 - pitchers, baseman, fielder, shortstop,
batting, pitching, inning, shortstops, hitters,
outfielder
Topic 1 - kurdish, armenians, genocide, turks,
armenia, armenian, atrocities, bosnians, mustafa,
bosnia
Topic 2 - israeli, palestinians, zionism, israelis,
zionist, gaza, palestinian, zionists, gazans, knesset
Topic 3 - cochrane, diseases, fda, diagnosed,
diagnosis, treatments, patients, illnesses, treatment,
prescribed
Topic 4 - nhl, canucks, goaltenders, sabres, bruins,
hockey, canadiens, puck, oilers, leafs
Topic 5 - advocating, misrepresentation, disin-
formation, advocacy, misinterpretation, policy,

discriminatory, propoganda, repression, homosexu-
als
Topic 6 - firearm, pistols, gun, handgun, handguns,
firearms, nra, guns, armed, militia
Topic 7 - vehicle, motorcycles, honda, automotive,
motorcycle, motorcycling, vehicles, automobile,
suzuki, bmw
Topic 8 - firing, retaliation, gunmen, bombed, fires,
perpetrators, casualties, prosecute, flammable,
assassination
Topic 9 - encryption, encryptions, spying,
espionage, nsa, cryptosystem, cryptosystems,
wiretapping, cryptology, eavesdropping
Topic 10 - christianity, biblical, scripture, theo-
logical, theology, testament, exegesis, scriptures,
devout, theologians
Topic 11 - agnosticism, morality, atheist, atheism,
agnostics, atheistic, athiests, atheists, agnostic,
beliefs
Topic 12 - recipients, publishes, technet, affiliated,
scicom, netnews, contact, mail, contacting,
universitaet
Topic 13 - astronomical, nasa, astronomers, solar,
astronomy, interplanetary, spaceflight, spacecraft,
astrophysical, galactic
Topic 14 - pricing, sale, ebay, prices, cds, purchase,
forsale, price, purchases, pricey
Topic 15 - hdd, disk, disks, os, workstation,
harddrive, netware, msus, microsoft, symantec
Topic 16 - radios, radar, displays, monitors, moni-
tor, radiosity, detectors, monitored, transmitters,
oscilloscope
Topic 17 - et4000, chipset, ss24x, hardware,
mbunix, ibmpa, processor, 1070, xfree86, chipsets
Topic 18 - bitmap, 3d, graphics, cadlab, xputimage,
autocad, bitmaps, graphical, colormaps, 3ds
Topic 19 - xfree86, x11r5, x11r3, x11, x86,
xcreatewindow, xwindows, xtwindow, x11r4,
xopendisplay

ZeroShotTM

Topic 0 - surely, ignore, followed, postings,
promise, daily, thrown, refers, georgia, quotes
Topic 1 - to, and, of, the, in, is, for, are, be, you
Topic 2 - hidden, begin, repeated, aware, seeking,
priests, publications, relatively, success, reasonably
Topic 3 - mac, disk, windows, scsi, pc, dos, inter-
face, system, drive, problem
Topic 4 - mo, max, mp, mq, mf, ax, mn, mw, mg,
mj
Topic 5 - were, in, they, was, who, their, turkish,



turks, argic, serdar
Topic 6 - say, believe, christian, do, not, god,
scripture, sin, christians, atheism
Topic 7 - condition, asking, interested, sale, offer,
forsale, offers, wanted, selling, sell
Topic 8 - car, dod, bike, engine, oil, cars, ride,
bmw, riding, motorcycle
Topic 9 - db, x11r5, application, window, xterm,
usr, manager, lib, de, xlib
Topic 10 - hence, maintain, uniform, determine,
founded, judges, finding, usual, removed, repeated
Topic 11 - earth, spacecraft, moon, orbit, launch,
solar, space, nasa, gov, mission
Topic 12 - neutral, sandvik, kent, jake, gaza, policy,
islamic, freenet, bank, newton
Topic 13 - essence, judges, largely, ends, kinds,
removed, repeated, viewer, converted, requirement
Topic 14 - year, game, team, better, last, players,
season, hockey, ca, score
Topic 15 - encryption, key, privacy, clipper, des,
chip, government, security, wiretap, nsa
Topic 16 - 12, 17, 11, st, 10, buf, 00, 75, boston,
san
Topic 17 - in, the, that, and, to, of, it, on, was, have
Topic 18 - yeast, medical, gay, symptoms, disease,
candida, cramer, food, msg, diet
Topic 19 - monitor, video, board, cards, mother-
board, external, cache, internal, monitors, diamond

C.2 all-mpnet-base-v2

BERTopic

Topic 0 - to, of, the, that, in, you, is, and, it, not
Topic 1 - is, dos, and, window, the, to, mouse, for,
in, of
Topic 2 - edu, from, of, to, it, is, the, for, and, in
Topic 3 - to, the, it, is, of, power, in, from, on, edu
Topic 4 - the, krillean, eye, kirlian, photography,
of, to, edu, it, is
Topic 5 - the, of, to, in, is, and, that, it, for, edu
Topic 6 - to, he, the, edu, in, and, of, game, that, is
Topic 7 - temperature, batteries, discharge, lead,
concrete, battery, the, acid, is, and
Topic 8 - the, to, of, in, it, you, and, is, that, com
Topic 9 - is, to, clipper, the, encryption, and, key,
of, be, that
Topic 10 - accelerations, habitable, the, of, oxygen,
acceleration, planets, in, is, atmosphere
Topic 11 - points, polygon, polygons, algorithm,
p2, sphere, the, p3, p1, den

Topic 12 - to, of, the, space, and, on, in, nasa, for,
is
Topic 13 - that, you, of, protection, protected, and,
copy, is, to, the
Topic 14 - ax, pl, a86, 145, g9v, max, b8f, 1d9,
34u, 1t
Topic 15 - outlet, neutral, ground, to, is, wiring,
grounding, the, outlets, wire
Topic 16 - solvent, carpet, tape, edu, duct, adhesive,
ufl, cis, from, use
Topic 17 - oort, gamma, bursters, detectors, edu,
cloud, of, ray, the, are
Topic 18 - for, of, to, is, ir, in, the, and, you, from
Topic 19 - sale, for, edu, 00, and, 50, 1st, 10, from,
of

CombinedTM

Topic 0 - detail, thanks, advance, comments,
basement, suitable, extremely, greatly, portion,
anybody
Topic 1 - window, motif, ac, de, application, __,
x11r5, uk, ___, xterm
Topic 2 - removed, examine, expert, guidelines,
huge, judges, literally, lowest, originally, examined
Topic 3 - _o, ax, mx, 0d, mo, mm, mk, mj, mf, c_
Topic 4 - car, off, ride, cars, engine, dod, bike, too,
back, get
Topic 5 - nelson, spot, chief, cornell, showed, dod,
ball, arizona, prepared, gatech
Topic 6 - to, you, be, not, it, is, have, that, this,
would
Topic 7 - clipper, des, crypto, algorithm, digex,
henry, nsa, netcom, phone, secret
Topic 8 - players, hockey, boston, goals, game,
games, team, year, season, vs
Topic 9 - cwru, asking, sale, offer, ohio, condition,
magnus, reserve, acs, shipping
Topic 10 - differently, examined, detail, remained,
judges, repeated, literally, direction, examine,
begin
Topic 11 - gay, banks, gordon, sgi, cramer, geb,
jon, keith, optilink, caltech
Topic 12 - christian, christians, god, say, jesus,
believe, christianity, atheist, belief, beliefs
Topic 13 - israeli, israel, waco, koresh, fbi, arab,
atf, batf, fire, arabs
Topic 14 - windows, bus, pc, card, board, scsi,
mac, disk, dos, drive
Topic 15 - examine, postings, larry, beginning,
repeated, gamma, followed, explanation, alive,
letter



Topic 16 - was, were, he, they, the, in, of, his, had,
and
Topic 17 - the, for, is, of, in, and, to, edu, by, from
Topic 18 - confusing, postings, bringing, proved,
becoming, felt, judas, furthermore, helped,
examine
Topic 19 - to, it, ax, you, is, the, jpeg, that, if, db

LDA

Topic 0 - uk, apr, ac, 1993, 10, 12, 16, 14, 11, gmt
Topic 1 - it, to, of, the, in, edu, is, you, writes, from
Topic 2 - file, of, the, in, to, for, and, by, be, is
Topic 3 - 10, gatech, edu, 25, 55, georgia, 00,
prism, det, pit
Topic 4 - the, to, is, and, drive, scsi, with, edu, it,
of
Topic 5 - g9v, 145, ax, max, a86, b8f, pl, 0d, 1d9,
34u
Topic 6 - from, of, in, the, to, it, and, window, is,
that
Topic 7 - in, of, the, is, and, to, that, it, you, not
Topic 8 - from, and, de, in, the, for, of, list, 00, edu
Topic 9 - the, is, of, in, to, and, for, it, you, on
Topic 10 - austin, ibm, com, ed, uk, co, nz, the,
princeton, from
Topic 11 - in, and, the, to, they, edu, that, was, of,
it
Topic 12 - the, lines, to, com, from, subject,
organization, re, ca, in
Topic 13 - and, lines, edu, subject, the, for, to,
organization, from, of
Topic 14 - he, and, in, of, was, edu, the, to, game,
for
Topic 15 - it, of, for, the, in, that, to, you, is, and
Topic 16 - for, by, in, of, and, on, the, to, is, from
Topic 17 - is, to, in, of, be, it, and, the, that, for
Topic 18 - of, the, and, to, that, in, for, is, it, with
Topic 19 - is, you, in, the, that, of, com, edu, to,
writes

NMF

Topic 0 - giz, bhj, pl, 75u, 1t, 3t, max, ax, as, 7ey
Topic 1 - was, this, in, the, on, at, with, to, as, from
Topic 2 - will, this, have, to, be, the, we, and, for,
that
Topic 3 - that, the, was, and, they, to, in, it, were,
he
Topic 4 - is, of, for, or, and, on, to, the, in, with
Topic 5 - 0t, pl, a86, 34u, 145, b8f, 1d9, wm, bxn,
2tm
Topic 6 - for, in, and, by, of, as, from, are, that,

were
Topic 7 - dos, windows, ms, microsoft, or, and, tcp,
for, 00, pc
Topic 8 - that, not, the, it, are, of, is, in, this, as
Topic 9 - of, to, you, is, jpeg, and, image, for, it, gif
Topic 10 - 0d, _o, a86, 75u, 6ei, 145, 6um, 34u, 3t,
0t
Topic 11 - db, and, bh, si, cs, is, al, the, byte, or
Topic 12 - for, edu, com, from, subject, lines, in,
organization, article, writes
Topic 13 - 00, 12, 14, 16, 10, 25, 20, 11, 15, 13
Topic 14 - he, of, mr, and, that, we, it, president,
you, is
Topic 15 - cx, w7, c_, t7, uw, ck, lk, hz, w1, mv
Topic 16 - output, file, the, of, to, by, entry, if, for,
program
Topic 17 - your, it, and, have, do, that, are, if, you,
can
Topic 18 - that, the, jehovah, god, is, he, and, of,
lord, his
Topic 19 - a86, b8f, 1d9, g9v, ax, 0d, 75u, b8e, lg,
145

S3

Topic 0 - citations, idf, libraries, encyclopedia,
database, databases, journals, publications, bibliog-
raphy, ieee
Topic 1 - sedans, chevrolet, subaru, sedan, vw, car,
acura, automobiles, porsche, toyota
Topic 2 - astronomy, spectrometer, astrophysics,
1993apr29, sightings, 1993apr27, biopsy, astro-
physical, transcaucasia, 1993apr26
Topic 3 - yeast, biochem, bio, fabrication, succes-
sor, surgical, reprinted, candida, galen, lachman
Topic 4 - encryption, cryptophones, encryptions,
cryptology, eavesdropping, cryptosystems, crypto-
graphically, cryptography, cryptographic, crypt
Topic 5 - cartridges, xerox, hpfcso, fossil, winco,
cdx, deskjet, cdac, cartridge, scicom
Topic 6 - scientifically, physicists, benchmarks,
accelerators, speedometer, advances, sciences,
aerodynamics, autobahn, astrophysics
Topic 7 - tiff, textures, graphics, bitmaps, bitmap,
adobe, imagemagick, graphical, texture, pgf
Topic 8 - explosives, napalm, firefight, fires, waco,
gunfire, wtc, fire, fbi, watergate
Topic 9 - directory, executable, folder, autoexec,
dir, directories, buried, addressing, file, procedure
Topic 10 - spaceflight, astronauts, spacecraft,
orbiting, nasa, orbit, moonbase, astronautics,
moon, satellites



Topic 11 - canadiens, oilers, puck, canucks, sabres,
bruins, leafs, habs, nhl, hawerchuk
Topic 12 - braves, mlb, pitchers, pitching, short-
stops, rbis, mattingly, baseman, hitters, pitcher
Topic 13 - prophet, hades, jerusalem, revela-
tion, miraculous, sinai, resurrected, apparitions,
prophecy, comet
Topic 14 - feds, esa, cdc, cia, sep, csiro, usaf, dea,
usgs, sen
Topic 15 - oscilloscope, calculators, hp9000,
diagnostics, physics, keyboard, ergonomics, ak954,
keypad, computations
Topic 16 - camp, cheapest, bethlehem, synagogues,
congregations, camps, passover, moses, milwau-
kee, austin
Topic 17 - harddrive, ssd, hdd, harddisk, megadrive,
smartdrive, seagate, disk, disks, prodrive
Topic 18 - configurations, shifter, sts, orientations,
across, aft, axis, interfacing, shuttle, spacelab
Topic 19 - 4368, landsat, spectrometer, versions,
inconsistencies, discrepancy, ntsc, 3401, 382761,
repository

Top2Vec

Topic 0 - braves, mlb, yankees, pitchers, rbis, mets,
hitters, phillies, shortstops, astros
Topic 1 - cryptophones, encryptions, wiretapping,
eavesdropping, cryptology, wiretaps, nsa, encryp-
tion, cryptography, cryptographic
Topic 2 - diagnoses, seizures, doses, medical,
homeopathy, poisoning, toxins, diagnosis, gas-
troenterology, malpractice
Topic 3 - bruins, goaltenders, sabres, nhl, leafs,
canadiens, oilers, hockey, canucks, puck
Topic 4 - palestinians, holocaust, zionism, zionists,
hamas, palestine, palestineans, zionist, gazans,
palestinian
Topic 5 - nasa, orbiter, astronauts, astronautics,
spaceflight, satellites, spacecraft, moonbase,
interplanetary, astrophysical
Topic 6 - ammunition, nra, gun, guns, militia,
firearm, firearms, handgun, handguns, pistols
Topic 7 - hostages, terrorism, terrorists, fbi,
explosives, conspiracy, shootings, waco, 911,
militia
Topic 8 - eugenics, discrimination, heterosexuals,
advocates, repression, homosexuals, bigotry,
propoganda, activists, censorship
Topic 9 - bikers, motorcycling, motorcyclists,
motorcycles, motorcyclist, driving, speeding,
motorcycle, braking, vehicles

Topic 10 - automobile, automobiles, honda,
mustang, engine, vehicles, vehicle, automotive, v8,
chassis
Topic 11 - theological, biblical, scriptures, scrip-
ture, scriptural, gospels, bible, kjv, deuteronomy,
theology
Topic 12 - theology, athiests, atheistic, atheist,
atheism, christianity, creationism, agnostics,
agnosticism, atheists
Topic 13 - windows3, win3, os, msdos, dos6,
windows, openwin, vista, win31, microsoft
Topic 14 - contacting, postage, mailing, bids,
email, mails, catalogs, reprinted, priced, bidding
Topic 15 - 68020, 680x0, 6700, monitors, 68060,
68070, vga, monitor, xga, 68000
Topic 16 - 68070, powerpc, chipset, idacom,
hardware, 68020, 68060, cd300i, i486, chipsets
Topic 17 - vhf, electronics, amplifiers, amplifier,
radios, transmitters, radar, loudspeakers, antennas,
rca
Topic 18 - cadlab, bitmaps, bitmap, autocad, pgf,
graphics, opengl, graphical, illustrator, pixmaps
Topic 19 - xcreatewindow, x11, xwindows, xserver,
xtwindow, xservers, xopendisplay, x11r4, x11r3,
xdpyinfo

ZeroShotTM

Topic 0 - 0d, ax, _o, mu, bh, a86, 145, mk, 6um, 6t
Topic 1 - de, application, xterm, window, x11r5,
create, draw, motif, drawing, event
Topic 2 - examine, answered, decisions, heavily,
primarily, finding, importance, largely, require-
ment, detail
Topic 3 - ide, card, mac, scsi, bus, video, cpu,
board, drive, pc
Topic 4 - 25, 20, 10, 00, 15, 11, 75, 12, 13, 30
Topic 5 - encryption, key, clipper, des, phone,
privacy, pgp, security, chip, escrow
Topic 6 - newton, sandvik, jon, rutgers, keith, kent,
activities, vice, livesey, atheists
Topic 7 - games, cup, hockey, play, team, season,
game, nhl, ca, year
Topic 8 - to, the, that, it, of, is, you, and, ax, in
Topic 9 - examine, primarily, particularly, differ-
ences, thank, finding, repeated, responses, readers,
solve
Topic 10 - condition, asking, selling, offer,
manuals, forsale, brand, sale, interested, sell
Topic 11 - dod, bmw, car, cars, engine, bike, ride,
oil, riding, motorcycle
Topic 12 - not, god, say, scripture, bible, do,



believe, christians, jesus, atheist
Topic 13 - they, the, was, were, in, and, had, of, he,
their
Topic 14 - gone, eff, respect, decisions, duke,
explanation, bring, dod, arrest, wave
Topic 15 - moon, spacecraft, hst, solar, henry, gov,
orbit, nasa, mission, jpl
Topic 16 - fbi, batf, koresh, arabs, waco, fire, israel,
atf, israeli, arab
Topic 17 - is, and, in, or, be, of, the, for, are, to
Topic 18 - increases, requirement, judgment,
examine, demand, thank, primarily, detailed,
exposed, commentary
Topic 19 - just, would, think, gun, like, re, good,
don, me, than

C.3 average_word_embeddings_glove.6B.300d

BERTopic

Topic 0 - to, and, the, edu, in, of, he, that, is, for
Topic 1 - of, the, and, turkish, armenian, to, in,
armenians, by, were
Topic 2 - _o, file, 0d, entry, the, db, to, output, if,
145
Topic 3 - the, to, of, it, you, in, is, and, for, that

CombinedTM

Topic 0 - in, to, as, by, the, and, of, on, for, from
Topic 1 - eff, digex, netcom, crypto, nsa, algorithm,
sternlight, phone, online, pat
Topic 2 - atf, fbi, fire, cramer, gay, batf, koresh,
waco, optilink, ohio
Topic 3 - israeli, arabs, arab, serbs, jews, israel,
policy, gaza, jewish, palestinian
Topic 4 - windows, window, create, x11r5, dos,
application, null, manager, motif, font
Topic 5 - atheist, christian, christians, bible, am,
believe, life, not, jesus, god
Topic 6 - mac, scsi, drive, drives, card, ram, pc,
board, monitor, ide
Topic 7 - mp, mm, ax, mf, mt, mx, mo, mu, mj, mh
Topic 8 - teams, year, better, last, team, players,
game, ca, nhl, league
Topic 9 - bmw, henry, dod, bike, car, ride, engine,
oil, cars, hst
Topic 10 - ax, you, government, be, max, it, if,
have, key, would
Topic 11 - 10, 00, 93, sale, 20, 50, 15, 18, 12, 30
Topic 12 - to, you, is, it, for, the, and, if, or, this
Topic 13 - cwru, banks, gordon, keith, geb, sgi,

sandvik, kent, newton, soon
Topic 14 - remarks, examined, occurs, circum-
stances, turning, huge, ought, primarily, repeat,
consideration
Topic 15 - informatik, de, uni, advance, ac, au,
germany, australia, thanks, tin
Topic 16 - repeated, popular, remarks, commit-
ment, prepared, heavily, furthermore, fully, proved,
ought
Topic 17 - popular, examine, legislation, kinds,
becoming, proved, decisions, examined, destroy,
eventually
Topic 18 - in, they, the, was, that, he, of, to, were,
and
Topic 19 - primarily, bringing, expert, decisions,
pure, legislation, treat, ought, examine, importance

LDA

Topic 0 - it, of, and, to, in, he, the, was, that, they
Topic 1 - a86, 145, b8f, max, 34u, 1d9, pl, 0t, g9v,
ax
Topic 2 - the, in, and, is, he, that, to, of, for, edu
Topic 3 - to, the, it, on, is, and, of, with, that, in
Topic 4 - of, the, from, in, organization, subject,
edu, lines, to, university
Topic 5 - to, the, you, it, are, is, and, of, in, that
Topic 6 - __, cmu, de, ___, ai, tu, andrew, 0d,
_____, gm
Topic 7 - windows, com, dos, to, the, it, is, lines,
from, and
Topic 8 - of, is, to, in, it, that, the, and, you, for
Topic 9 - the, and, in, for, of, to, is, from, on, edu
Topic 10 - edu, 00, sale, for, berkeley, 10, of, ca,
50, new
Topic 11 - com, it, that, and, to, in, the, is, of, for
Topic 12 - 10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 12, 15, 20, 25, 13
Topic 13 - of, edu, with, and, to, from, the, lines,
for, in
Topic 14 - and, that, is, it, to, you, in, the, of, com
Topic 15 - is, and, in, that, the, of, to, it, not, you
Topic 16 - and, to, is, of, the, in, be, this, that, for
Topic 17 - access, subject, 25, lines, organization,
edu, digex, from, gatech, nntp
Topic 18 - god, and, pitt, the, of, lord, christ, jesus,
is, in
Topic 19 - on, for, the, and, of, that, in, to, by, is

NMF

Topic 0 - giz, bhj, pl, 75u, 1t, 3t, max, ax, as, 7ey
Topic 1 - was, this, in, the, on, at, with, to, as, from
Topic 2 - be, have, the, to, this, will, we, and, for,



that
Topic 3 - that, the, was, and, they, to, in, it, were,
he
Topic 4 - for, and, is, of, to, on, in, the, or, with
Topic 5 - 0t, pl, a86, 34u, 145, b8f, 1d9, wm, bxn,
2tm
Topic 6 - for, in, and, by, of, as, from, are, that,
were
Topic 7 - dos, windows, ms, microsoft, or, and, tcp,
for, 00, pc
Topic 8 - that, not, the, it, are, of, is, in, this, as
Topic 9 - of, to, you, is, jpeg, and, image, for, it, gif
Topic 10 - 0d, _o, a86, 75u, 6ei, 145, 6um, 34u, 3t,
0t
Topic 11 - byte, cs, or, bh, db, si, and, al, the, is
Topic 12 - com, edu, subject, from, in, lines, for,
organization, writes, article
Topic 13 - 00, 12, 14, 16, 10, 25, 20, 11, 15, 13
Topic 14 - that, it, and, he, we, of, mr, is, president,
you
Topic 15 - cx, w7, c_, t7, uw, ck, lk, hz, w1, mv
Topic 16 - output, file, the, of, to, by, entry, if, for,
program
Topic 17 - you, are, it, have, that, and, do, your,
can, if
Topic 18 - that, he, jehovah, lord, the, god, is, and,
of, his
Topic 19 - g9v, a86, 0d, 75u, 145, b8e, b8f, ax,
1d9, lg

S3

Topic 0 - communion, apostles, god, jesus, christ,
divine, baptism, church, worship, anglican
Topic 1 - infections, symptoms, infection, diabetes,
liver, diarrhea, respiratory, disease, cancer, asthma
Topic 2 - bread, dried, plastic, marble, wooden,
glass, cloth, sauce, vinegar, bath
Topic 3 - gosh, gotta, oh, uh, nah, urz, gonna, duh,
dont, wanna
Topic 4 - logistician, badge, det, opel, semtex, din,
le, finland, sweden, swedish
Topic 5 - gangs, populations, recreational, sentient,
usl, roam, environments, monolithic, owning,
cultures
Topic 6 - rumours, vx, profits, nintendo, sony,
crude, currency, euro, messier, chips
Topic 7 - endeavour, shuttle, spacecraft, asteroid,
nasa, astronauts, orbit, lunar, orbiter, orbiting
Topic 8 - linux, windows, dos, unix, os, wordper-
fect, xp, netware, solaris, sdk
Topic 9 - arguement, llnl, newsletters, plethora,

sfwa, commericial, saftey, objectivist, catechist,
pirating
Topic 10 - megabytes, vga, cpu, motherboard, scsi,
ethernet, microprocessor, pci, mhz, pentium
Topic 11 - economies, mideast, outlook, latin, bi-
lateral, economy, warm, capitalization, economics,
index
Topic 12 - professor, chemistry, paint, physics,
physicist, phd, mathematics, plutonium, degree,
chemist
Topic 13 - tickets, tuition, students, average, kids,
earn, teachers, spend, adults, rooms
Topic 14 - diagram, horizontal, impedance, verb,
diagonal, parameter, perpendicular, angle, vertices,
rectangular
Topic 15 - canucks, nhl, canadiens, leafs, sabres,
goaltender, hockey, goalie, blackhawks, nordiques
Topic 16 - tv, video, footage, dead, images,
pictures, cartoon, horror, killed, girl
Topic 17 - cake, keystrokes, slices, unsecure,
pixels, bytes, bits, megabytes, mpeg, bby
Topic 18 - waivers, felony, handgun, irs, licensed,
discretion, forfeiture, counsel, fee, certificate
Topic 19 - power, electric, cell, engine, systems,
network, used, line, lines, developed

Top2Vec

Topic 0 - going, game, way, come, coming, time,
got, play, _know_, know
Topic 1 - come, saying, taken, people, fact, time,
way, government, say, country
Topic 2 - actually, way, fact, make, need, example,
_know_, kind, come, know
Topic 3 - time, make, fact, way, example, come,
instead, actually, kind, need
Topic 4 - saying, fact, say, come, way, people,
want, time, make, believe
Topic 5 - _know_, fact, way, come, know, actually,
believe, think, kind, thought
Topic 6 - kind, way, _know_, _really_, actually,
come, going, really, know, like
Topic 7 - make, going, instead, way, actually, time,
come, better, like, example
Topic 8 - make, way, need, actually, instance,
example, fact, use, come, say
Topic 9 - make, need, fact, way, come, say, want,
actually, time, example
Topic 10 - addition, time, example, available, 10,
instead, come, make, 20, way
Topic 11 - _know_, way, know, come, actually,
fact, say, time, going, think



Topic 12 - need, way, say, make, come, know,
actually, fact, time, _know_
Topic 13 - instance, make, example, time, way,
addition, come, instead, need, fact
Topic 14 - use, actually, instead, make, way,
example, need, using, time, come
Topic 15 - example, way, make, need, instead,
time, come, actually, instance, use
Topic 16 - computer, need, example, using,
available, computers, use, instance, time, instead
Topic 17 - need, example, actually, way, instance,
make, come, computer, time, instead
Topic 18 - actually, using, use, time, instead, way,
instance, example, need, make
Topic 19 - instance, available, example, use, web,
using, uses, software, computer, information

ZeroShotTM

Topic 0 - 30, 93, 20, 00, 10, 12, 11, 15, 50, 92
Topic 1 - atf, bd, fbi, fire, waco, gas, stratus,
survivors, gordon, banks
Topic 2 - the, of, in, to, and, is, for, as, are, on
Topic 3 - would, be, do, people, have, government,
think, if, re, don
Topic 4 - pseudo, differences, huge, examine, bm,
positions, finding, prior, ends, primarily
Topic 5 - can, if, software, dos, for, edu, your, you,
with, windows
Topic 6 - orbit, henry, gov, mission, lunar, nasa,
shuttle, moon, space, jpl
Topic 7 - create, draw, x11r5, motif, lib, applica-
tion, window, xterm, manager, de
Topic 8 - 145, ax, _o, 0d, db, mk, bh, mu, mj, mp
Topic 9 - drive, ide, card, bus, video, board, ibm,
scsi, ram, cards
Topic 10 - relatively, bm, likes, becoming, postings,
destroy, increases, courses, relative, examine
Topic 11 - in, was, the, that, and, we, it, they, of, to
Topic 12 - christians, bible, god, atheist, christ,
believe, christian, belief, scripture, holy
Topic 13 - baseball, gerald, coverage, roger,
alchemy, espn, utoronto, chem, coach, stanley
Topic 14 - handled, increases, examine, exception,
prior, huge, helping, senses, push, furthermore
Topic 15 - year, his, he, game, ax, team, was,
players, but, they
Topic 16 - gay, sgi, cramer, jon, optilink, keith,
clayton, homosexual, livesey, wpd
Topic 17 - sale, interested, offers, offer, shipping,
condition, asking, excellent, forsale, items
Topic 18 - turkish, arab, uucp, arabs, israeli, jews,

israel, palestine, turks, turkey
Topic 19 - engine, cars, front, car, miles, bmw,
bike, ride, dod, oil

C.4 intfloat__e5-large-v2

BERTopic

Topic 0 - to, in, game, the, he, and, edu, of, that, is
Topic 1 - that, and, is, the, to, of, in, you, not, it
Topic 2 - that, it, you, of, they, is, the, in, and, to
Topic 3 - space, of, to, the, in, and, it, that, is, edu
Topic 4 - newsgroup, comp, this, group, aspects,
graphics, split, engin, of, groups
Topic 5 - of, the, ___, spacecraft, and, jpl, planet,
baalke, solar, earth
Topic 6 - of, the, to, in, and, it, you, com, car, on
Topic 7 - wire, wiring, neutral, ground, the, outlets,
outlet, grounding, is, to
Topic 8 - for, and, to, the, edu, from, of, it, is, in
Topic 9 - buffalo, god, ubvmsb, cc, psyrobtw,
news, utexas, lord, weiss, promise
Topic 10 - that, science, lady, of, in, methodology,
sas, is, the, scientific
Topic 11 - tape, duct, solvent, adhesive, edu, from,
carpet, ufl, cis, use
Topic 12 - captain, traded, captains, was, he, team,
season, the, resigned, striped
Topic 13 - players, jewish, edu, baseball, vb30,
lowenstein, asd, lafayette, lafibm, roger
Topic 14 - key, that, is, of, to, it, in, and, the, be
Topic 15 - the, president, we, that, to, mr, and,
myers, of, he
Topic 16 - find, number, alee, line, phone, umass,
out, ecs, to, operator
Topic 17 - gvg47, tek, valley, daily, verse, petch,
gvg, chuck, grass, lines
Topic 18 - 42, significance, tiff, philosophical,
number, alice, question, of, the, joachim
Topic 19 - phone, dialing, germany, tone, phones,
sweden, se, universal, berlin, wall

CombinedTM

Topic 0 - chip, privacy, clipper, encryption, key,
keys, netcom, secure, des, security
Topic 1 - and, the, of, in, to, was, as, were, by, that
Topic 2 - similarly, examine, extremely, identity,
primarily, importance, heavily, careful, adults, bias
Topic 3 - lebanon, arab, israel, arabs, waco, israeli,
policy, fbi, gaza, atf
Topic 4 - christians, bible, believe, belief, jesus,



god, atheist, christ, christian, atheism
Topic 5 - solve, examine, finding, differences,
legislation, ought, furthermore, task, importance,
documented
Topic 6 - dod, bike, oil, engine, car, henry, bnr,
bmw, ride, nec
Topic 7 - the, to, is, that, you, ax, it, db, not, of
Topic 8 - card, dos, pc, board, scsi, drive, ram, cpu,
mac, video
Topic 9 - for, edu, and, in, to, on, of, is, or, with
Topic 10 - they, what, so, me, my, don, just, re,
you, do
Topic 11 - apparently, examine, founded, postings,
increases, gatech, legislation, strength, elsewhere,
learning
Topic 12 - examine, widely, stands, expert, daily,
consideration, progress, sit, homicide, filled
Topic 13 - express, digex, posting, eng, nntp, corp,
online, pat, host, prb
Topic 14 - 12, 21, 30, 13, 11, 00, sale, 10, 15, 20
Topic 15 - game, team, nhl, hockey, players, year,
season, teams, player, ca
Topic 16 - gay, clayton, banks, cramer, georgia,
optilink, male, sandvik, gordon, keith
Topic 17 - examine, furthermore, greatly, primarily,
promised, requirement, thank, recently, begin,
publication
Topic 18 - de, uk, xterm, window, application,
x11r5, ac, lib, program, create
Topic 19 - _o, ax, 0d, mu, 75u, 6um, 0g, 145, ql,
mm

LDA

Topic 0 - is, he, that, the, it, and, of, in, to, was
Topic 1 - organization, edu, from, re, subject,
article, lines, writes, com, in
Topic 2 - in, they, the, to, of, and, that, it, we, was
Topic 3 - 10, 25, 12, 00, 11, 14, 20, 15, 16, 50
Topic 4 - of, to, is, the, in, and, that, it, this, be
Topic 5 - the, and, of, for, on, is, in, to, or, windows
Topic 6 - the, in, and, it, of, is, with, for, to, that
Topic 7 - w7, cx, 145, 0d, _o, 34u, c_, hz, ingr, uw
Topic 8 - mt, gm, at, bh, ma, mm, db, mp, si, mc
Topic 9 - to, the, of, and, in, it, is, that, not, was
Topic 10 - the, is, of, and, to, in, that, for, it, are
Topic 11 - the, to, in, of, and, it, is, you, that, on
Topic 12 - 145, a86, pl, ax, max, g9v, b8f, 1d9, 0t,
1t
Topic 13 - of, in, is, ac, com, the, uk, to, from, this
Topic 14 - in, and, of, the, to, for, it, on, is, that
Topic 15 - from, edu, for, subject, university, lines,

posting, organization, of, nntp
Topic 16 - for, and, of, to, by, on, the, in, from, as
Topic 17 - edu, the, subject, from, lines, of,
organization, in, university, to
Topic 18 - to, it, the, is, you, nasa, of, in, gov, edu
Topic 19 - it, to, the, that, you, in, not, of, and, is

NMF

Topic 0 - giz, bhj, pl, 75u, 1t, 3t, max, ax, as, 7ey
Topic 1 - the, to, in, on, was, at, with, this, as, from
Topic 2 - will, this, have, to, be, the, we, and, for,
that
Topic 3 - that, the, was, and, they, to, in, it, were,
he
Topic 4 - is, of, for, or, and, on, to, the, in, with
Topic 5 - 0t, pl, a86, 34u, 145, b8f, 1d9, wm, bxn,
2tm
Topic 6 - for, in, and, by, of, as, from, are, that,
were
Topic 7 - dos, windows, ms, microsoft, or, and, tcp,
for, 00, pc
Topic 8 - that, not, the, it, are, of, is, in, this, as
Topic 9 - of, to, you, is, jpeg, and, image, for, it, gif
Topic 10 - 0d, _o, a86, 75u, 6ei, 145, 6um, 34u, 3t,
0t
Topic 11 - db, and, bh, si, cs, is, al, the, byte, or
Topic 12 - for, edu, com, from, subject, lines, in,
organization, article, writes
Topic 13 - 00, 12, 14, 16, 10, 25, 20, 11, 15, 13
Topic 14 - he, of, mr, and, that, we, it, president,
you, is
Topic 15 - cx, w7, c_, t7, uw, ck, lk, hz, w1, mv
Topic 16 - output, file, the, of, to, by, entry, if, for,
program
Topic 17 - your, if, it, you, can, that, have, do, are,
and
Topic 18 - that, the, jehovah, god, is, he, and, of,
lord, his
Topic 19 - a86, b8f, 1d9, g9v, ax, 0d, 75u, b8e, lg,
145

S3

Topic 0 - atheist, agn, astro, astronomy, fiery,
atheists, earth, gaia, atheistic, astronomical
Topic 1 - microelectronics, qualcom, qualcomm,
megabytes, motherboards, cmos, microprocessor,
intel, motherboard, supercomputer
Topic 2 - netcom, telco, agent, localtalk, distribu-
tors, client, clients, heavens, atc, dialing
Topic 3 - 1993apr11, tidbits, digex, editions,



1993may11, rumored, 1993apr1, 1993may1,
1993apr06, 1993apr2
Topic 4 - win3, softwares, executables, microsoft,
symantec, stanford, windows3, windows, neosoft,
executable
Topic 5 - newsgroups, communities, toolkits, mili-
tias, alternatives, prospects, feasibility, contenders,
recommendations, shotguns
Topic 6 - turkish, balkan, turk, dna, megabyte,
byte, sigma, warp, swedish, borg
Topic 7 - wrongdoing, erased, forgetting, califor-
nia, j8, caller, haifa, vancouver, disappeared, israeli
Topic 8 - hitters, outfielder, baseman, ballpark,
inning, mlb, baseball, rbis, batting, ballplayers
Topic 9 - thug, offender, bully, thugs, psycho,
perpetrator, bastard, victim, kkk, killer
Topic 10 - deals, sold, bargain, sale, forsale, sell,
deal, offers, purchase, selling
Topic 11 - computational, nriz, microelectronics,
bottleneck, graphs, supercomputing, attackers,
graph, thugs, networks
Topic 12 - ucsd, fwd, landsat, bike, integer, nist,
sfwa, isbn, usgs, ito
Topic 13 - lmpsbbs, sysgem1, sysadmin, sys1,
motherboard, malfunction, motherboards, scsi,
sys6626, subsystems
Topic 14 - 4wd, automobile, automotive, automo-
biles, suv, awd, car, sedan, motorcycling, subarus
Topic 15 - establishes, contains, specifies, deter-
mines, begins, important, rises, expands, arrives,
meets
Topic 16 - vehicles, vehicle, rightful, cars, fleet,
gearbox, faithful, rightfully, clarkson, audi
Topic 17 - contacting, nosubdomain, posting,
unregistered, unauthenticated, directions, smtp,
hitch, invalidate, return
Topic 18 - supernatural, freeware, oscilloscope,
divinity, bootup, supercomputer, debugger, cloud,
satisfactory, python
Topic 19 - waco, gunfire, baylor, firefight, texans,
atf, massacred, gunshot, koresh, exploded

Top2Vec

Topic 0 - armenia, armenians, armenian, turkish,
turkey, commented, umm, hmm, excerpt, info
Topic 1 - info, fyi, commented, regarding, huh,
prob, regards, umm, hmm, _o
Topic 2 - health, dr, fyi, medicine, antibiotics, info,
prob, diseases, medications, indications
Topic 3 - hmm, reply, ahem, umm, hmmmm,
commented, info, huh, excerpt, hmmmmm

Topic 4 - encryptions, cryptography, hmm,
wiretapping, fyi, encryption, cryptanalysis, info,
prob, excerpt
Topic 5 - baseball, fyi, info, prob, mlb, commented,
anyway, huh, regarding, please
Topic 6 - sexuality, hmmmm, hmm, homosexuality,
reply, fyi, commented, info, umm, hmmmmm
Topic 7 - commented, info, fyi, regarding, reply,
hmmmm, umm, hmm, hmmmmm, excerpt
Topic 8 - reply, info, hmm, regarding, umm,
commented, fyi, uh, hmmmm, hmmmmm
Topic 9 - hockey, fyi, commented, nhl, goaltenders,
please, goaltending, regarding, prob, info
Topic 10 - telescopes, science, info, astrophysics,
astronomy, astronomers, images, satellites, space-
craft, fyi
Topic 11 - info, please, pls, interested, computers,
deals, listing, offered, regards, fyi
Topic 12 - info, please, email, from, fyi, and,
regarding, pls, interested, emailed
Topic 13 - spaceflight, aerospace, spacecraft,
nasa, satellites, astronauts, commented, fyi, hmm,
excerpt
Topic 14 - transistors, microcontrollers, micro-
electronics, electronics, microcontroller, fyi,
capacitors, wiring, voltages, prob
Topic 15 - prob, info, please, interested, fyi,
motherboards, computers, regards, computer, v_
Topic 16 - fyi, info, computing, computers, prob,
_o, o_, 2_, _u, windows
Topic 17 - motherboards, computers, computing,
fyi, processors, microcontrollers, computer,
microprocessor, info, microelectronics
Topic 18 - _o, o_, examples, example, fyi, please,
_u, from, prob, p_
Topic 19 - example, o_, _o, _u, 2_, 0_, xtappad-
dtimeout, fyi, s_, _l

ZeroShotTM

Topic 0 - anywhere, judges, severe, comments,
repeated, differences, highly, primarily, converted,
touch
Topic 1 - numerous, accurate, becoming, particu-
larly, literature, doctor, enter, primarily, popular,
risk
Topic 2 - submit, guidelines, account, repeated,
treat, accurate, handled, kinds, primarily, leaving
Topic 3 - livesey, sgi, keith, clayton, cramer, kent,
optilink, gay, sandvik, jon
Topic 4 - cars, ride, bike, dod, oil, bmw, riding,
engine, motorcycle, road



Topic 5 - site, australia, fax, pgp, uni, de, tel,
domain, informatik, source
Topic 6 - key, government, clipper, encryption,
phone, chip, des, nsa, keys, escrow
Topic 7 - in, you, this, have, be, to, it, that, the, and
Topic 8 - year, good, team, up, game, last, too,
players, better, like
Topic 9 - mission, nasa, gov, orbit, space, shuttle,
launch, henry, moon, lunar
Topic 10 - edu, jpeg, db, or, is, you, ax, for, can,
software
Topic 11 - harvard, un, palestinian, policy, freenet,
tim, neutral, terrorism, palestinians, jerusalem
Topic 12 - mac, scsi, drive, board, ram, bus, card,
pc, video, cpu
Topic 13 - x11r5, window, xterm, running, error,
manager, application, usr, font, screen
Topic 14 - to, of, the, and, in, for, as, on, from, is
Topic 15 - mj, m0, el, m6, mp, mv, b6, mm, eg, mf
Topic 16 - baseball, espn, gerald, cup, sas, stanley,
alchemy, beat, upenn, utoronto
Topic 17 - does, your, say, god, why, not, do, what,
believe, one
Topic 18 - were, ax, had, civilians, was, village,
they, henrik, turks, who
Topic 19 - 30, 00, 10, 17, sale, 20, 15, 11, 12, 27

D Non-alphabetical Terms

See Figure 8 for information on the proportion
terms containing non-alphabetical characters in
topic descriptions.

E Licensing

We release both the CLI and results for
quantitative benchmarks (https://github.
com/x-tabdeveloping/topic-benchmark)
and the Turftopic Python package
(https://github.com/x-tabdeveloping/turftopic)
under the MIT license.

https://github.com/x-tabdeveloping/topic-benchmark
https://github.com/x-tabdeveloping/topic-benchmark
https://github.com/x-tabdeveloping/turftopic


20 Newsgroups Raw BBC News ArXiv ML Papers
CNPMI CNPMI CNPMI

average_word_embeddings_glove.6B.300d

S³ -0.16 ± .05 -0.24 ± .05 -0.30 ± .06

Top2Vec -0.03 ± .04 -0.06 ± .00 -0.10 ± .00

BERTopic 0.04 ± .10 -0.02 ± .00 -0.02 ± .00

CombinedTM -0.04 ± .09 -0.04 ± .04 -0.06 ± .04

ZeroShotTM -0.00 ± .01 0.01 ± .01 -0.04 ± .02

NMF 0.09 ± .02 0.01 ± .02 0.01 ± .02

LDA 0.03 ± .03 -0.03 ± .04 -0.06 ± .01

all-MiniLM-L6-v2

S³ -0.21 ± .04 -0.29 ± .09 -0.32 ± .03

Top2Vec -0.14 ± .06 -0.30 ± .00 -0.27 ± .00

BERTopic 0.04 ± .01 -0.01 ± .00 -0.01 ± .01

CombinedTM -0.04 ± .08 -0.03 ± .03 -0.06 ± .04

ZeroShotTM -0.02 ± .02 -0.02 ± .03 -0.06 ± .03

NMF 0.09 ± .02 0.01 ± .02 0.01 ± .02

LDA 0.03 ± .03 -0.03 ± .04 -0.06 ± .01

all-mpnet-base-v2

S³ -0.22 ± .02 -0.27 ± .11 -0.34 ± .03

Top2Vec -0.15 ± .02 -0.20 ± .01 -0.32 ± .00

BERTopic 0.02 ± .06 -0.01 ± .01 -0.06 ± .00

CombinedTM -0.04 ± .13 -0.03 ± .02 -0.07 ± .02

ZeroShotTM -0.00 ± .04 -0.01 ± .05 -0.04 ± .01

NMF 0.09 ± .02 0.01 ± .02 0.01 ± .02

LDA 0.03 ± .02 -0.03 ± .04 -0.06 ± .01

intfloat/e5-large-v2

S³ -0.24 ± .03 -0.31 ± .05 -0.33 ± .03

Top2Vec -0.25 ± .01 -0.28 ± .00 -0.28 ± .01

BERTopic 0.08 ± .04 -0.02 ± .00 -0.00 ± .02

CombinedTM -0.03 ± .05 -0.04 ± .06 -0.06 ± .03

ZeroShotTM -0.03 ± .06 -0.03 ± .03 -0.04 ± .01

NMF 0.09 ± .02 0.01 ± .02 0.01 ± .02

LDA 0.04 ± .05 -0.03 ± .04 -0.06 ± .01

Table 6: NPMI Coherence of Topics over Multiple Datasets
Best in bold, second best underlined, uncertainty represents 2 · SD



Figure 8: Proportion of terms containing non-alphabetic characters in topic descriptions (comparison across topic
models, datasets, encoders, and the number of topics). S³ highlighted with a bold line.

Figure 9: Comparison of runtime across topic models, datasets, encoders, and the number of topics. Y-axis limits
vary between datasets (rows). S³ highlighted with a bold line.


